
 
Aras Innovator 12.0 SP18 

Enhancements and Fixed Issues 

Enhancements in Aras Innovator 12.0 SP18 

Background page configurable by Identity 

• Administrators can now use CUI to configure the set of tiles displayed on the Aras 
Innovator background page, the screen which is displayed by default after the user logs 
in, for different Identities. These tiles provide users with quick access to their searches, 
as well as other vital information like their InBasket tasks, Discussions, and dashboards. 

Ability to save and restore multiple sets of grid layouts in main search grids 

• Users can now save and restore multiple sets of grid layouts for all ItemTypes in the 
main grid, including visible columns, column order, column width, and frozen columns. 

 

1.1.1 Issues Fixed in Aras Innovator 12.0 SP18 

Table 1: Framework 

Issue # Description 

F-000035 The set of tiles displayed on the background page can now be configured by 
Identity using CUI. 

F-003833 Users can now save and restore multiple sets of grid layouts, including visible 
columns, column order, column width, and frozen columns. 

F-004600 Saving a Favorite Search and using an already existing name will now prompt 
the user whether they want to overwrite the previous definition. 

I-030382 Fixed an issue where properties on a form may not display properly. This 
specifically corrects an issue with the settings in Office Connector. 

I-031809 Fixed an issue where in some cases clicking the Refresh command within an 
Item form would cause an unclaimed item to be become claimed. 

I-031985, 
092025 

Clicking the "Current Time" button in the Date picker correctly sets the 
corporate time value, when Corporate Time Zone is enabled where, 
previously, it might have incorrectly set the local time. 

I-032140,  
I-032144,  
I-032166 

Fixed several issues in which search criteria were lost after conversion from 
AML Search Mode to Advanced Search Mode. 

 


